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Abstract—Although microsensors nowadays can save money,
energy, and lives, highly functional devices can exhaust a tiny
battery very quickly. Harvesting ambient energy can help
replenish the battery, but only when an ambient source is
available. Unfortunately, many embedded microsensors are
small, stationary, and enclosed, so thermal gradients, motion, and
light are absent. Wireless power in these cases is often the only
option left. But since the receiving coil is small and centimeters
away from the transmitter, drawn power is low. Switched
resonant bridges are popular in this respect because they output
more power with fewer components than their non-switched and
non-resonant counterparts. But still, power can be so low that
losses can be overwhelming. This paper introduces a power
analysis and proposes a skipping collection scheme that boosts
output power. Analysis and simulations show how switched
resonant bridges consume conduction and switching power and
how dispersing collection times can boost output power.

directly. But without vBAT, the system cannot function between
recharge cycles. With vBAT, on the other hand, vBAT stores
excess energy that the regulating power supply can tap to feed
system components when transmitting sources are absent.
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Fig. 1. Inductively powered microsystem.

These systems are usually very small and centimeters away
from any source. LR therefore captures a small fraction of the
magnetic flux that LT produces. With such a low coupling
factor kC, LR draws little EMF power PEMF. So little, in fact,
that power losses in the receiver can overwhelm PEMF to such a
degree that output power PO can altogether fade to zero.
This paper proposes a skipping collection scheme in
Section II that saves more than it sacrifices when EMF power
is low. Sections III and IV then introduce a new power
analysis that can quantify these savings. And Sections V and
VI show and discuss how output power is higher as a result.

Index Terms—Maximum wireless power, inductively coupled
receiver, damping energy, embedded microsensor, battery charger.

I. INDUCTIVELY COUPLED MICROSYSTEMS
Microsensors can sense, process, and transmit information that
can save money, energy, and lives. Onboard sensors, interface
electronics, data converters, microprocessors, and power
amplifiers, however, require power levels that tiny batteries
cannot sustain for long. Harvesting ambient energy can help,
but only when available, and only to the extent small
transducers can. Unfortunately, microsystems embedded in the
body, walls, and equipment hardly move or receive light. And
the temperature across these millimeter devices is so low that
thermoelectric generators output less than 15 nW/mm3 [1].
The only option left for many of these tiny devices is
wireless inductively coupled power [2]–[7]. Except, power
transmitters are not always nearby. So to survive long drought
periods between sporadic recharge events, receivers should
draw as much power from as far a source as possible.
Although resonant and switched bridges can draw as much
power, only switched resonant bridges exclude a separate
charger stage that occupies space and dissipates power [8].
So the underlying purpose of the switched resonant bridge
in Fig. 1 is to replenish the battery vBAT [8] with the most
power, the least space, and the farthest source possible. For
this, the transmitting source vT and the tuned LT–CT filter
produce an alternating current in the transmitting coil LT. This
establishes a changing magnetic field that reaches the
receiving coil LR. The captured field then induces an EMF
voltage vEMF.R in LR from which the bridge draws power to
replenish vBAT. The bridge can viably power the system

II. PROPOSED SKIPPING COLLECTION SCHEME
A. Switched Resonant Bridge
A resonant bridge incorporates a capacitor CR that together
with the receiver coil LR resonate at the operating frequency fO
of the transmitter. Induced EMF voltage vEMF.R and LR's
current iL are therefore in phase: both positive or both
negative. As a result, vEMF.R continually sources power, so the
energy that CR and LR exchange grows over time. Switch SR in
Fig. 2 closes for this purpose, to resonate the LR–CR tank [9].
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Fig. 2. Switched resonant bridge.

The purpose of the bridge is to bleed excess energy from
the tank into the battery vBAT. So whenever SR opens, diodes
DG+–DO+ or DG––DO– steer iL momentarily into vBAT. In steady
state, LR and CR replenish each other and the bridge draws the
EMF power PEMF that vEMF.R supplies.
Luckily, incorporating SR's functionality into the ground
diodes DG+ and DG– like Fig. 3 shows [10]–[11] is
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straightforward because DG+, DG–, DO+, and DO– are in practice
MOS transistors that switch like diodes [12]–[13]. So with
fewer switches, MG+ and MG– incorporate SR and MO+ and MO–
operate like diodes. Here, MG+ and MG– close to resonate the
tank and MG+ or MG– open to bleed iL into vBAT.
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not. So to output PO, PEMF must overcome PSW at fC, which
here is twice the power-band frequency fO or 13.56 MHz.
C. Proposed Skipping Collection Scheme
One way to reduce this power threshold is to reduce the
collection frequency fC. For this, the power receiver can skip
NS half cycles before every collection. In Fig. 5, for example,
the receiver skips 3 half cycles. Since the tank accumulates the
EMF energy that vEMF.R supplies, output power PO is not lower
than when collecting every half cycle. Switching losses PSW,
however, are 4× lower, so PEMF must overcome considerably
less PSW to output 2.7× more power: 478 µW.
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B. Continual Collection Scheme
Switched resonant bridges normally collect energy every half
cycle [9]–[11]. Although collection can happen at any point,
drawing EMF power PEMF when the receiving coil's current iL
is at its highest point collects the most energy across the
shortest time. A short collection time tC is important because
the disruption in the cycle tends to detune the filter, which
reduces drawn power. But tC can be so short when iL is at its
peak iL(PK) that the distortion can be minimal.
In the simulation of Fig. 4, for example, LR's 4.7 µH and
CR's 117 pF oscillate and exchange energy at 6.78 MHz. So
when CR's energy maxes, its voltage vC peaks to 2.8 V and
LR's current iL, which reflects LR's energy, is zero. Similarly,
LR's energy and current peak at 14.2 mA when vC crosses 0 V.
Steering 14.2 mA into a 1.8-V battery vBAT every half cycle
0.5TO for 1.4 ns of the 147-ns period TO outputs 176 µW:
⎛ t ⎞
PO = PEMF − PLOSS = i BAT v BAT ⎜ C ⎟ .
(1)
⎝ 0.5TO ⎠
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Fig. 3. Four-switch variation of the switched resonant bridge.
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III. POWER ANALYSIS
A. Power Drawn
When tuned, induced EMF voltage vEMF.R and the receiving
coil LR's current iL are in phase. vEMF.R therefore sources EMF
power PEMF continually across every half cycle. iL's peak iL(PK)
roughly corresponds to CR's peak vC(PK) because LR and CR
exchange their 0.5CRvC(PK)2 and 0.5LRiL(PK)2 energies. So
vEMF.R's and iL(RMS)'s sinusoids generate PEMF':
⎛v
C R ⎞⎛ v EMF(PK) ⎞
⎟⎟⎜
PEMF' = i L(RMS)v EMF.R(RMS) ≈ ⎜⎜ C(PK)
(2)
⎟.
2 ⎠
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Fig. 5. Simulated waveforms when skipping three half cycles.
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Since vEMF.R always supplies power, tank energy climbs
across uncollected half cycles. As a result, CR's and LR's peak
voltages and currents vC(PK) and iL(PK) climb across uncollected
half cycles until a collection event resets them to their initial
levels. This is why vC(PK) and iL(PK) in Fig. 5 grow from 2.6 to
2.97 V and 13.4 to 14.9 mA between collection events.
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So to fully replenish the tank every half cycle, PEMF supplies
176 µW plus all the power that the system loses as PLOSS.
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In Fig. 4, for example, PEMF' is 1.12 mW with 4.7 µH and 117
pF when vEMF.R peaks to 150 mV at 6.78 MHz. When skipping
half cycles, however, vC(PK) rises after every uncollected half
cycle. So on average, vEMF.R supplies the averaged sum PEMF:
⎛ 1 ⎞ NS +1
PEMF = ⎜
(3)
⎟ ∑ PEMF(k)' .
⎝ N S +1 ⎠ k=1

Fig. 4. Simulated waveforms when collecting energy every half cycle.

When the receiving coil LR is small and distant, LR
captures a small fraction of the magnetic field that the
transmitter coil LT generates. PEMF can be so low that PLOSS
can overwhelm PEMF. In other words, drawing power can drain
the tank more than PEMF can replenish. So oscillations fade
until PEMF can sustain PLOSS.
Luckily, conduction power PR scales down with PEMF. But
since collection frequency fC does not, switching losses PSW do

B. Power Losses
Unfortunately, a number of loss mechanisms deduct power.
For one, as already mentioned, the power receiver consumes
conduction and switching power PR and PSW. But what is
2

perhaps less obvious is the power sacrificed when skipping
half cycles, which constitutes another loss.
Conduction Loss: Parasitic resistances in the receiver coil
LR, resonant capacitor CR, and switches MG+, MG–, MO+, and
MO– burn ohmic power when they conduct iL. When combined
and averaged across a half cycle, they present an equivalent
series resistance RESR (of 5.4 Ω in Fig. 3) that burns PR':
2
⎛ v C(PK) C ⎞
2
R
i
⎜
⎟
(4)
PR' = L(RMS) R ESR = ⎜
⎟ R ESR .
⎝ 2 LR ⎠
But since vC(PK) rises after every uncollected half cycle, RESR
burns the averaged sum PR:
⎛ 1 ⎞ NS +1
PR = ⎜
(5)
⎟ ∑ PR(k)' .
⎝ N S +1 ⎠ k=1

⎛ 1 ⎞ NS +1
PEMF − PR = ⎜
(9)
⎟ ∑ ( PEMF(k)' − PR(k)') .
⎝ N S +1 ⎠ k=1
The sacrificial loss PS that results is therefore
⎛ 1 ⎞ NS +1
PS = PMPP0 − ⎜
⎟ ∑ ( PEMF(k)' − PR(k)') = f ( v C(PK.k) ) , (10)
⎝ N S +1 ⎠ k=1
which varies with vC(PK) and half cycles skipped NS.
The tank, in essence, collects across uncollected half cycles
the output power PO the battery would have otherwise
received. The difference in vC(PK) between consecutive half
cycles k – 1 and k therefore reflects the 0.5CRvC(PK)2 energy
that the receiver supplied PO(k) across that half cycle k:
2
2
E O(k) = 0.5TO PO(k) = 0.5C R v C(PK.k) −v C(PK.k−1) .
(11)

(

So when vEMF.R peaks at 150 mV and oscillates at 6.78 MHz,
vC(PK) grows from cycle to cycle like Fig. 7 shows.

vC [V]

Switching Loss: Gate–source and gate–drain capacitances
in MG+, MG–, MO+, and MO– require energy to charge. When
combined, the system supplies energy qCΔvC or CPARΔvC2 to
charge CPAR's 4.7 pF across ΔvC's 1.8 V. Since the receiver
skips NS half cycles, CPAR draws an NS + 1 fraction as PSW:
⎛ f ⎞
⎛ 2f ⎞
PSW = C PAR Δv C 2 ⎜ C ⎟ = C PAR Δv C 2 ⎜ O ⎟ .
(6)
⎝ N S +1 ⎠
⎝ N S +1 ⎠
In steering this power, transistors in the drivers burn PSW like
the switches in Fig. 3 burn PR: in the form of heat.
Sacrificial Loss: Although PEMF and PR both scale with
iL(RMS), PEMF climbs with iL(RMS) and PR with iL(RMS)2. So added
quadratic losses ΔPR start outpacing linear gains ΔPEMF after
the peak voltage vC(PK) that corresponds to iL(PK) surpasses [7]
v
LR
v MPP0 = v C(PK) MPP = EMF(PK)
.
(7)
2R ESR C R

Time [µs]

As the number of half cycles skipped NS rises, vC(PK)'s
spread widens. This means, more and more half cycles deviate
further away from the maximum power point PMPP0. In other
words, the sacrificial loss PS climbs with NS. This is why PEMF
– PR in Fig. 8 is PMPP0 or 521 µW when the receiver collects
every half cycle, because NS is zero. And as NS climbs, PEMF –
PR falls by PS. So when NS is 30, PS is 62 µW.
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Fig. 7. Simulated capacitor voltage across uncollected half cycles.

The maximum power PMPP0 of the difference between PEMF'
and PR' across a cycle therefore peaks when vC(PK) is vMPP0:
2
v EMF(PK)
PMPP0 ≡ PEMF' − PR' v =v =
.
(8)
C(PK)
MPP0
8R ESR
For the conditions simulated in Fig. 4, PEMF' – PR' in Fig. 6
maxes at PMPP0 or 521 µW when vC(PK) is vMPP0 or 2.8 V.
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Fig. 8. Sacrificial loss across half cycles skipped.

Note that, unlike PR and PSW, PS is not lost as heat. Since
the receiver coil LR is so small and distant, drawn PEMF is
much lower than the power the transmitter can actually
supply. So PEMF cannot over-damp the transmitter under these
conditions. PS is therefore power that the transmitter avails,
but the receiver fails to collect.

3.2

vC(PK) [V]
Fig. 6. Power profile in 1 cycle and histogram when skipping 3 half cycles.

When skipping NS half cycles, vC(PK) climbs after every
uncollected cycle. So vC(PK) cannot remain at the maximum
power point vMPP0 across cycles. For example, when skipping
3 cycles like in Fig. 5 and centering vC peaks about vMPP0's 2.8
V in Fig. 6, vC(PK) and PEMF' – PR' between collection times are
2.6, 2.74, 2.86, and 2.97 V and 518, 520, 520, and 518 µW. So
across NS + 1 cycles, PEMF – PR averages at 519 µW:

IV. MAXIMUM OUTPUT POWER
Conduction, switching, sacrificial, and controller losses PR,
PSW, PS, and PC ultimately limit how much of the drawn EMF
power PEMF the receiver outputs with PO:
3

equipment, and walls to collect more power from seldomavailable transmitters that are not only near but also distant.

(12)
PO = PEMF − PLOSS = PEMF − PR − PSW − PS − PC .
When the receiver coil LR is close to the transmitter, PEMF can
raise LR's iL to such a degree that PR can overwhelm other
losses to dominate PLOSS. Under these conditions, the receiver
should not sacrifice PS for PSW. Since PEMF – PR across a half
cycle peaks when vC(PK) is vMPP0, the bridge should draw every
half cycle just enough power PO to keep vC(PK) at vMPP0.
But when LR is small and distant, as in embedded
microsensors, PEMF can be so low that PSW and PC can burn
PEMF entirely. Although skipping half cycles NS reduces PSW at
the expense of PS, reductions can outpace sacrifices up to an
optimum number of skipped half cycles NS(MPP). So the bridge
should draw every NS(MPP) + 1 cycles just enough power to
keep vC(PK) values centered about vMPP0.
Under the same conditions simulated in Figs. 4–8, PO in
Fig. 9 maxes at PO(MPP) or 478 µW when NS is NS(MPP) or 12.
But since PO varies little near NS(MPP), PO is still 1% of PO(MPP)
when NS is 8–15. Without skipping, however, when NS is 0
and all half cycle vC(PK)'s are at vMPP0, PO is 2.7× lower.
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